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and We never sent a messenger save with the language of his folk, that he might make
(the message) clear for them. Then Allah sendeth whom He will astray, and guideth
whom He will. He is the Mighty, the Wise.1

4. Kami tidak mengutus seorang rasulpun, melainkan dengan bahasa kaumnya, supaya
ia dapat memberi penjelasan dengan terang kepada mereka. Maka Allah menyesatkan
siapa yang Dia kehendaki, dan memberi petunjuk kepada siapa yang Dia kehendaki.
dan Dia-lah Tuhan yang Maha Kuasa lagi Maha Bijaksana.(QS. Ibrahim: 4)2
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ABSTRACT

……Puspita, Liana, 2019: Translation Method and Translation Shift of Verb Phrase in
Cemara’s Family Novel Translated by Mariati. English
Literature Department Adab and HumanitiesFaculty, The
State Islamic University SulthanThaha Saifuddin Jambi.
Supervisor I

: Minsakutra, S.S, M. Hum

Supervisor II

: Adang Ridwan, S.S, M.Pd

This research focuses on analyzing the verb phrase found in Cemara’s Family
novel and its translation. The objectives are to identify the translation method of verb
phrase applied in Cemara’s Family novel, to identify translation shift of verb phrase
translation in Cemara’s Family novel and to describe the dominant category shift of
verb phrase translation in Cemara’s Family novel.
This research applies qualitative descriptive method. The data are the verb phrase
found in Cemara’s Family novel and its translation. The data sources are the novel
entitled Keluarga Cemara by Arswendo Atmowiloto in 2013 and its translation by
Mariati in 2015. The ways to collect data are by using documentation. The ways to
analysis the data are by using descriptive analysis technique. The results of the research
show that, firstly, there are six methods applied to the translation namely word-forword translation, literal translation, faithful translation, semantic translation, free
translation and communicative translation. From 105 data of verb phrase in Cemara’s
Family novel, there is 17 datum belongs to word-for-word translation, there are 3 data
belong to literal translation, there are 64 datum belongs to faithful translation, there are
2 data belongs to semantic translation, there are 14 data belong to free translation and
there are 5 data belong to communicative translation. Secondly, this research shows
that from 105 data, there are 48 data belong to translation shift of verb phrase. The
writer finds three categories of translation shift. There are structure shift 10 data, class
shift 36 data, and unit shift 38 data. Thirdly, it shows that the most dominant of this
shift is unit shift.
Keywords: Translation Method, Translation Shift, Verb Phrase.
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Puspita, Liana, 2019: Translation Method and Translation Shift of Verb Phrase in
Cemara’s Family Novel Translated by Mariati. English
Literature Department Adab and HumanitiesFaculty, The
State Islamic University SulthanThaha Saifuddin Jambi.
Supervisor I

: Minsakutra, S.S, M. Hum

Supervisor II

: Adang Ridwan, S.S, M.Pd

Penelitian ini berfokus pada menganalisis frasa kata kerja yang ditemukan dalam
novel Cemara’s Family dan terjemahannya. Tujuannya adalah untuk mengidentifikasi
metode terjemahan frasa kata kerja yang diterapkan dalam novel Cemara’s Family,
untuk mengidentifikasi pergeseran terjemahan dari terjemahan kata kerja dalam novel
Cemara’s Family dan untuk menggambarkan pergeseran kategori dominan dari
terjemahan kata kerja dalam novel Cemara’s Family.
Penelitian ini menggunakan metode deskriptif kualitatif. Data penelitian adalah
frasa kata kerja yang ditemukan dalam novel Cemara’s Family dan terjemahannya.
Sumber data adalah novel berjudul Keluarga Cemara oleh Arswendo Atmowiloto pada
2013 dan terjemahannya oleh Mariati pada 2015. Cara pengumpulan data adalah
dengan menggunakan dokumentasi. Cara menganalisis data adalah dengan teknik
analisis deskriptif. Hasil penelitian menunjukkan bahwa, pertama, ada enam metode
yang diterapkan untuk terjemahan yaitu terjemahan kata demi kata, terjemahan literal,
terjemahan yang setia, terjemahan semantik, terjemahan bebas dan terjemahan
komunikatif. Dari 105 data frasa kata kerja dalam novel Keluarga Cemara, ada 16
datum terjemahan kata-demi-kata, ada 3 data terjemahan literal, ada 65 datum
terjemahan setia, ada 2 data terjemahan semantik, ada 14 data terjemahan bebas dan
ada 5 data terjemahan komunikatif. Kedua, penelitian ini menunjukkan bahwa dari 105
data, terdapat 48 data yang termasuk dalam pergeseran terjemahan frasa kata kerja.
Penulis menemukan tiga kategori pergeseran terjemahan. Data struktur shift 10, data
kelas shift 36, dan data unit shift 38. Ketiga, ini menunjukkan bahwa pergeseran yang
paling dominan adalah pergeseran unit shift.
Kata Kunci: Metode Terjemahan, Pergeseran Terjemahan, Frasa Kerja.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background of the Problem
One of the most important aspects of human life is language. Language is
foremost a means of communication, and communication almost always takes
place within some sort of social context. This is why effective communication
requires an understanding and recognition of the connections between a language
and the people who use it.3 It means that, language makes all the possibilities for
human to distinguish them from other creature. Language is a sign to identify of
things in the world according to the society agreement and also it is an essential
thing for human. A language is a system of conventional vocal signs by means of
which human beings communicate. This definition has several important terms,
each of which is examined in some detail in the following sections. Those terms
are system, signs, vocal, conventional, human and communicate.4
Language is an expression that contains a view to communicate to others and
can be understood by the listener or the speaker expressed through language.
Moreover, it could be undeniable that it is a system which is existence cannot be
separated along the existence of human being civilization. Language existence is
not axis just in one single pattern but there are many languages that represent the
culture according to the consensus of each social group. English and Indonesian
languages have different cultures and which influences the language used. Many
English texts translated into Indonesian vice versa. From the differences described
above, it is required the process of translation. Translation is a general term that

3

Amberg, JS and Vause, DJ. (2012).History, Structure, and Usage. American English:
Cambridge University Press, p. 02
4
John Algeo. (2010). The Origins and Develop of The English Language. USA: Wasworth, p.
02

refers to the removal of reflections and ideas from one SL and TL.5 Translation is
one of the effective ways to help them understand it easily. How to transfer the
message from SL into TL, which is understandable by the target reader without
ever changing the original message. People who do not have the background or
science which deals with translation will find many difficulties in translating the
text. Abdul Hasan stated that:
“Translation helps people to exchange ideas and equipments that cannot be
dispensed with in our daily day. So we need efficient translators who will
translate masterpieces of art in such a manner that the translated text should
be a true copy of the original one and have the same effect without any
deformity”.6
It means that a good translation should be accurate, clear and natural so it does
not sound foreign. From explanations above, it can be concluded that translation
is a target text written as a result of the translator’s comprehension of source text.
A good translation not only transports the sense but also choose the words and the
way of expressing. Especially for translation of high standing literature the
translator should be home in both languages.
Nowadays, translation is not only for scientific works, but also for literary
works and others. Translation is very important because, people around the world
use language to communicate with others. Surprisingly, languages around the
world are countless. This is the main problem for some people to communicate
with other people who speak different languages. Translation has an important role
in transferring technology and literature in Indonesia. Translation becomes an
important part of communication. The high interaction between people from
different cultural and national background makes the existence of accurate and

5

J.C Catford. (1965). A Linguistic Theory of Translation the Theory and Practice of
Translation. London: Oxford University Press, p. 20
6
Abdul Hasan. (2000). Translation Grammatically Viewed. University of Baghdad Collage of
Languages English Department, p. 11

clear translations increasingly important.7 In principle, translation is not just a
translation of a text. Translation is still a communication tool used to connect with
and attract reader’s interest. Therefore, a translation must be able to capture the
messages implied in the original text and reach out to the reader. There is a shift
grammatical rule of different language. Literary works are translated from foreign
languages into Indonesian or vice versa especially into English such as poetry,
short stories, novels, biographies, comics, etc. However, translating a text is not as
easy as what people think and it cannot be done simply without good consideration.
People can find literary works such as novels easily in bookstores everywhere.
Commonly, novels usually tell about romance, comedy, action, etc. From those
kinds of literary works above, the writer interests to discuss about novel. As we
know some of authors have the different definition about novel and some sense.
According to Alex Martin and Robert Hill, novel is a long written story, about
imagery people and events.8 Novel is a literary works that tell about a life and
many characters inside.
Furthermore, novel is expressed by words that usual mentioned as verb phrase.
To translate verb phrase in novel, it deals with the process of rendering the message
and finding accuracy and equivalent message of Source Language into Target
Language. In Indonesia, people are easy to find many English novels from the
famous novelist. One of the famous novelists is Arswendo Atmowiloto. One of his
a novel had got some appreciations in Panasonic Award as a Best Serial and Praise
Serial gad gave by Bandung Film Festival. This novel is about family. The novel
does not only function to give the readers entertainment but also to share valuable
experience done by the doers in the Novel.
In literary work especially a novel, there is a shift in translation. A shift happen
because grammatical rule of different language. The shift should be applied to
7

Yasinta, P. (2012). A Translation Analysis of Passive Voice Sentence in Journey and Its
Translation. Surakarta. Muhammadiyah University
8
Alex Martin, Robert Hill. (1996). Modern Novel. New York: Prentice Hall, p. 12

make a good translation result. So a translated text can be understood by the reader.
Catford defines the concept of shift in term of departures from formal
correspondence in the process of going from SL into TL. There are two major
types of translation shifts, namely: level shift and category shift. Level shift, it
means that a SL item at one linguistics level has a TL translation equivalent at a
different level. Category shift is departures from formal correspondence in
translation. The category-shifts are divided in the order structure-shift, class shift,
and unit-shift.9 It means that, translation shift concept is two. There are level shift
and category shift.
Shift occurs in many kinds of phrase, clause, paragraph and others. The writer
took a phrase in this research. There are five types of phrase, such as noun phrase,
verb phrase, adjective phrase, adverb phrase, and prepositional phrase. 10 The
writer focuses on verb phrase. Laidlaw stated that verb as “a word that shows
action.”11 Phrase is a part of sentence. According to Leech and Svartvik, verb
phrase is constructing by auxiliary verbs that help main verb become verb phrase,
the auxiliary verb located before the main verb.12 A verb phrase is the simple
predicate, or verb, may consist of two or more words. A verb phrase is made up of
a main verb and one or more helping verb. Verb phrase indicate the activities
carried out by the subject in clause or sentence, so the purpose of the sentence can
be known. In other words, the verb phrase has an important role in understanding
the meaning of a text. Verb phrase in English and Indonesian are different. The
differences make the translator uses some methods to get the equivalence of the
text in order that the result of translation can have high quality. The example is as
follow:
9
J.C Catford. (1965). A Linguistic Theory of Translation the Theory and Practice of
Translation, p. 73
10
Greenbaum Sydney, Nelson Gerald. (2002). An Introduction to English Grammar. Great
Britain: London, p. 46
11
Laidlaw. (1987). Laidlaw English. California: Laidlaw Brothers, p. 70
12
Leech, Svartvik. (1994). A Communicative Grammar of English. London: United Kingdom,
p. 396

SL

: Old man

TL

: Laki-laki tua13

The translation above shows that English verb phrase is translated into noun.
Old man in the source language text is constructed of modifier (old) + head (man).
Meanwhile in the target language it becomes laki-laki tua which is constructed of
head (laki-laki) modifier (tua). Thus, it is clear that the two sentences above belong
to category shift specially structure shift.
For that reason, writer chose the translation shift because in each language,
there must be differences in structure or grammar. Because of that, the writer
chooses this thesis entitle “Translation Method and Translation Shift of Verb
Phrase in Cemara’s Family Novel Translated by Mariati”.
B. Formulation of the Problem
Based on the background of the problems above, the writer makes the
formulations of the problems are arranged as follows:
1. What kinds of translation method are used to translate verb phrase in
Cemara’s Family novel translated by Mariati?
2. How does translation shift of verb phrase found in Cemara’s Family novel
translated by Mariati?
3. What is the dominant category shift found in Cemara’s Family novel
translated by Mariati?

C. Limitation of the Problem
Actually there are many aspects that the writer can analyze in the novel, but
in this case the writer will investigate the category shift and translation method of
verb phrase in Cemara’s Family novel by Mariati. In this novel, there are some

13

Herman. (2017). Shift in Translation from English into Indonesia on Narrative Text.
International Journal of European Studies. No.3

characters. Those, the writer only focus on one of them. The name of one character
is Euis.

D. Purpose of the Research
Based on limitation of problem above, the purpose of this research are
1. To elaborate of translation method of verb phrase used in Cemara’s Family
novel by Mariati
2. To know the way of translation shift of verb phrase found in Cemara’s Family
novel category shift found in novel by Mariati
3. To know what the dominant category shift found in novel by Mariati

E. Significance of the Research
The writer hopes that this research will be beneficial to the following.
1. The Writer
The writer can get larger knowledge about translation and verb phrase.
2. The English Teacher
The result of the study might be used for teaching translation related to verb
phrase.
3. The English Department Student
The result of the research is expected to be an additional information to improve
their ability in analyzing verb phrase translation and use it as an additional
reference.
4. Other writer
The result of the research can be used as a guide to the other writer to study
further.

CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
A. Translation
According to Newmark “translation is rendering the meaning of a text into
another language in the way that the author intended the text”.14 This definition
stresses on rendering meaning of the source language text into the target language
text as what is intended by the author. Nida and Taber state that “Translating
consist in reproducing in the receptor language the closest natural equivalent of
the source language message”15 Hatim and Munday define translation as “the
process of transferring a written text from source language (SL) to target language
(TL)”.16 According to Catford, “Translation as the replacement of textual material
in one language (SL) by equivalent textual material in another language (TL)”.17
Translating a text or written translation is not only changing one language into
another language, but also sending a meaningful message those the readers can
understand. It is because translation deals with many aspects, such as social
aspects, cultural aspects and linguistic aspects. The goal translation is generally to
establish a relation of equivalence between the source and the target language.
From those, translation is a process of changing message and information from
source language to target language. From the definition above, could be known
that there are so many definitions about translation. But, in this research, the writer
will be used the grand theory by Peter Newmark.
1. Method of Translation
According to Newmark, translation methods divide into eight parts, and
classified into two groups. The first group of methods is more emphasis on the

14

Peter Newmark. (1988). Text Book of Translation. New York : Prentice Hall, p. 5
Nida, Taber. (1982). The Theory and Practice of Translation. Netherlands: Brill, p. 12
16
Basil Hatim, Jeremy Munday. (2004). Translation an Advance Resource Book. London and
New York: Rouledge, p. 6
17
Catford. (1965). A Linguistic Theory of Translation. London : Oxford University Pers, p. 20
15

group SL and the second methods is more emphasis on TL. Here is the first
part of the method.18
a. Word-to-word Translation
Word-for-word translation is a kind of translation that is basically
still tied at the level of words. Generally, this method uses as the pratranslator. So in the method of translation, this is the early stages the
transfer.
b. Literal Translation
Literary translation is different to other translations. Other
translations, technical translation for example, may not need complicated
considerations as long as the message in source language is conveyed in
target language. However, that is not the case in literary translation. In
translating literature, one has to pay attention to the writer’s idea and style
as well as the cultural background of the work.
c. Faithful Translation
Faithful translation, a translator attempt reproduces the contextual
meaning of the original text to the right within the limits of the grammatical
structure of the TL. The cultural word has been translated, but the deviation
in terms of grammar still exists. The translation cling to the intend and
purpose of SL, so the translation result is sometimes still feels stiff and
strange too.
d. Semantic Translation
Semantic translation is more flexible than faithful translation.
Faithful translation is more stiff and does not compromise with the rules of
SL, or more bound by SL, while the semantic translations more flexible
with TL. Unlike the faithful translation, semantic translation should

18

Peter Newmark. (1998). A text Book Translation. London: Prentice Hall, p. 45

consider aesthetics SL text by the way of compromise during meaning is
still within reasonable limits.
The fourth methods above are more emphasis on the source
language. In addition through emphasis to the source language as describe
above, the method can be emphasized translation to the target language. It
is mentioned below:
e. Adaptation Translation
Adaptation translation is widely used to translate poetry and
drama. Here a culture a culture shift to TL to SL and the original text
is written back and adapted to TL.
f. Free Translation
Free translation is the translation that prioritizes the content of
the TL. Sometimes, this method in a paraphrase with the content longer
or shorter than the original.
g. Idiomatic Translation
Idiomatic translation aims to produce messages from SL, but
often use impression of familiarity and idiomatic expressions is not
found in the original version.
h. Communicative Translation
Communicative translation attempt to translate the contextual
meaning in the text SL, both aspe cts of language and aspects of their
contents to be accepted and understood by the readers. This method is
observing the principles of communication that is audience of reader
and translation purposes.19
Several methods above are the method that used in the translation. If
use method in translation, It can see what the method using of translation in
literary works which become the object of our analysis or make the translation

19

Peter Newmark. (1998). A text Book Translation, p. 45

process more focused. This research writer uses the translating Method from
Peter Newmark to find kinds of translation method of verb phrase used in
Cemara’s Family novel translated by Mariati.

B. Translation Shift
Shift mean departures from formal correspondence in the process of going
from the SL (source language) to the TL (target language). C.J Catford categorized
two major type of shift occurs20. As follows :
1.

Level Shift
Level shift is means that a SL item has a target language translation at a
different linguistic level from its own (grammatical, lexical, etc). Level shift
is the changes from level grammar to lexis conversely. It is mean a certain
arrangement of grammar in the language. Because different grammar will
translate became lexis in another language.

2.

Category Shift
The concept of category shift is necessary in the discussion of translation,
but it is clearly meaningless to talk about category sift unless we assume same
degree of formal correspondence between SL and TL. Category shift types
they are:21
a.

Structure of Shift
Involving a change in grammatical structure between source text and
target text. For example:
SL : I'm losing my grip.
TL : Aku tak kuat.
The case above shows that the verb phrase am losing in SL is
translated into tak kuat in TL. The verb phrase am losing consists of am

20
Catford, J.C. (1965). A Linguistic Theory of Translation.: An Essay in Applied Linguistics.
London: Oxford University Press, p. 73
21
Catford, J.C. (1965). A linguistic Theory of Translation, p. 73

as pre modifier and losing as the head. It is categorized as verb phrase. It
is translated into tak kuat as adjective phrase, that consists of tak as pre
modifier and the adjective kuat as head. This translation belongs to the
structure shift, because the verb phrase in SL is translated into adjective
phrase in TL.
b. Class of shift
When source language item is translated by means of a target
language item belonging to a different grammatical class. There are eight
part of speech, noun, verb, adjective, adverb, preposition, pronoun,
conjunction, and determiner.22 Example:
SL: Now we get to choose you.
TL: Dan sekarang giliran kami memilih kalian.
Based on the datum above, get is translated into giliran. Get is
included in the category of verb, it is translated into noun giliran. Get in
here is the predicate of the subject we and it is followed by complement
to choose you. Where giliran is a noun that is marked by adding a particle
–an (or we called suffix) from the base form verb of gilir or bergilir based
on Indonesian dictionary (KBBI). Although the verb above is translated
into noun, it does not change the meaning of the text. The translation shift
above belongs to the category shift (Class Shift) of verb into noun.
c. Unit Shift
Where a strict rank for rank correspondence between source
language and target language sentences, clauses, groups, words and
morphemes is not observed.23
For example:
SL: A friend had told the boy about the shop from his friend.

22

Catford, J.C. (1965). A linguistic Theory of Translation, p. 73
23
Catford, J.C. (1965). A linguistic Theory of Translation, p. 73

TL: Anak itu tau tentang toko ini dari temannya.
From two sentences, the translator tried to translate English verb
phrase into Indonesian verb. The phrase Had told is a phrase with had as
primary auxiliary and past verb told. Meanwhile, tau in target language is
classified into Indonesian verb. So, the translation above is categorized
into unit shift. Although in grammar the word told should be
menceritakan or memberitahukan in Indonesia, but they still have the
same message.24

d. Intra System Shift
Intra-system shift means a departure from formal correspondence in
which one system in the SL has a different (non-corresponding) system
in the TL. Intra system shift is used to indicate that the shift occurs
internally within the system of the languages concerned.
Intra system shift also can be from low level to higher level or from
high level to lower level. It is caused by the differences of the amount of
meaning component in different concept.25 For example:

1) Low Level to Higher Level
SL: Housekeeper
TL: Pengurus rumah tangga
From the examples above, it is translation in term low level to
higher level. It means that in the source language there is one word
but after translated into target language became more than one word.
It can be seen on word “Housekeeper” which is consists of one word

24

Nia Rieza. (2017). The Translation Shift Analysis of Verb Phrase of the Alchemist by Paulo
Coelho. Surakarta, p. 8
25
Catford, J.C. A Linguistic Theory of Translation. : An Essay in Applied Linguistics. London:
Oxford University Press, p. 80

was translated into “pengurus rumah tangga” which is consists of
three words.

2) High Level to Lower Level
SL: Ultimate betrayal
TL: Pengkhianatan
From the examples above, it is translation in term high level to
lower level is the opponent of low level / to higher level. In this case,
the source language consists of more than one word and then
translated becoming just one word. In the other hand, it can be said
that the amount of word of source language is much more than in
target language. The word “Ultimate betrayal” that consists of two
words was translated into “pengkhianatan” that consists of just one
word.26
From the explanation above, it can be concluded that they are two kinds of
translation shifts. Such as, level shift and category shift. The writer would like this
theory to find out translation shift of verb phrase found in Cemara’s Family novel
translated by Mariati.

C. Verb Phrase
A verb is a term used in the grammatical classification of words to refer to
class of words which denote a process or state of being. It is a central element in a
clause structure. It can be long and complex, but it usually consists of only two or
three words. A verb phrase is the name of the construction which can appear as the
verb element within a clause.
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1. Types of verb
a. Finite Verbs
A finite verb is a verb that carries a contrast in tense between present
and past, and may also be marked for person and number.27 Finite verb phrases
have two moods. Mood refers to distinctions in the form of the v erb that
express the attitude of the speaker to what is said.28
1) Indicative
The indicative is the usual mood in declarative, interrogative, and
exclamative sentences.
For example:
Roger has known me for a long time.
How well does Rosalind play?
What a heavy coat you are wearing!
2) Imperative
The imperative has the base form. It is used chiefly as a directive to
request action.
For example:
Stop them!

b. Non-finite verb
Non-finite verb phrases normally do not occur as the verb phrase of an
independent sentence.
The following are the non-finite verb forms:29
1) The infinitive
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The infinitive has the base form. It is the infinitive that is used after
modals and after the dummy operator do.
For example:
a) His job was to predict the next day’s weather. (The verb of the sentence
in that example is was, not the infinitive to predict)
b) I may see you later.
c) I may be there later.
d) I did tell them.
2) The -ing participle
Example:
Having stayed in their house, I can remember how frequently they
quarrelled.
2. Structure of verb phrase
a. Modal auxiliary
Modal followed by base form.30 Modal auxiliary has six major modals
in English, four of which have different forms for present and past:
Present

Past

Will
Shall
Can
May

Would
Should
Could
Might

Those, there are two modals which have no past form. There are must
and ought to. Modal auxiliary is followed by base form.
Example: This morning the groundhog can see his shadow.
b. Perfect auxiliary
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Perfect auxiliary by -ed participle. Perfect auxiliary such as have.31
The perfect of a verb combines a form of the auxiliary have with the -ed
participle of that verb. The auxiliary has two present tense forms (has,
have) and one past form (had).
Present
Has, Have

Past
Had

For example:32
I have closed the shop for the day.
The shop has closed for the day.
The police had closed the shop months ago.
c.

Progressive auxiliary
Progressive auxiliary followed by -ing participle. such as be.33 The
auxiliary verb be is used with a present participle to form the progressive
aspect.
Present
Am
Is
Are

Past
Was
Was
Were

For example:34
You are neglecting your work.
I am resting just now.
The children were fighting all morning.
We were waiting for you in the lobby.
d.

31
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Passive auxiliary followed by -ed participle. Such as be.35 The
auxiliary verb be is used with a past participle to form the passive voice.

Forms of Be
Am, Is, Are, Was, Were, Being, Been

For example:36
The crime is being investigated
His heart was penetrated
D. Novel
Novel is one of kinds of literary work which is derived from Italian word
Novella which is Novellus in Latin means “new”. It is written in a long form and
fictitious. In novel there are many unsure: theme, plot, characters, story itself and
point of view. According to Abrams, the term novel is now applied to a great
variety of writings that have in common only the attribute of being extended works
of fiction written in prose. As an extended narrative, the novel is distinguished
from the short story and from the work of middle length called the novelette…37
Meanwhile according to Martin and Hill in their book said that novel is a long,
written story, about imagery people and event. Novel can be extremely long, can
be up to 800 pages but usually a story up to eight pages is called novel. Novel also
written in prose, it tells a story in continues way, and about imaginary people and
events. Although, there is a novel based on true story or history, it also contains
imaginary story at least from the way writer describe the events.38
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Novel is an invented prose narrative of considerable length and a certain
complexity that deals imaginatively with human experience, usually through a
connected sequence of events involving a group of persons in a specific setting.39
Novel has genres according to the story, they are; romance, fiction, sciencefiction, horror, mystery, comedy and thriller. Romance novel usually takes place
in a place which is well-known as romantic. Thus, novel is a literary work which
is written in prose. Novel, has a lot of thing in it, it can draw a whole life, make
someone feel what is on it with several genres and parts.
E. Review of Related Research
Before this research, there are several people has been researched about a
translation shift. From previous research from the thesis “Translation Shift of
Indonesian Translation in Diary of a Wimpy Kid by Jeff Kinney” analyzed by
Maydina Rizqi in 2017. Maydina only focus on translation shift type class shift in
English to Indonesian translation. Their research found on the dialogue and
selected words which have shift of class shift. Their make on the table and they
found 14 data of class shift in the novel. From 14 data of class shift, the writer
found 2 data type adjective to verb, 2 data type verb to noun, 2 data type verb to
adverb, 3 data type verb to adjective, 1 datum type noun to preposition, 1 datum
type noun to adverb, 1 datum type noun to adjective, 1 datum type noun to verb, 1
datum adverb to verb. They said, sometime changing the class of word is needed
to get the relevant meaning.40
The second previous research from the thesis “A Translation Shift Analysis of
Noun Phrase in Subtitling of Ice Age 4 Movie by Sagaz Net” analyzed by Edy
Sunarto in 2015. The writer identify the translation shifts of noun phrase found in
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the subtitling of Ice Age 4 movie by sagaz net and to describe the equivalence of
noun phrase subtitling found in the Ice Age 4 movie by sagaz net. The result of
this research shows that first, there are four types of translation shift of noun
phrase, i.e. First, from 404 data, there are 198 data or 48,9% belong to level shift
of noun phrase, 157 data or 39% belong to structure shift of noun phrase, 18 data
or 4,5% belong to translation shift of noun phrase to another phrase, and 31 data
or 7,6% belong to intra-system shift of noun phrase. Second, there are 399 data or
98,7% belong to equivalent translation and 5 data or 1,3% belong to not equivalent
translation.41
Third previous research from the thesis “A Translation Shift of Verbs and
Verb Phrases in Subtitling the Adventure of Tintin (2011) Movie” analyzed by
Septian Bagas Wijanarko in 2013. The result of that thesis shows that: First, the
writer finds two kinds of translation shift; they are the translation shift of verb and
the translation shift of verb phrase. The translation shift can be classified into two
types, category shift and level shift. The first part is translation shift of verb. In
category shift, there are verb is translated into noun, verb into adverb and linking
verb into adverb, and verb into verb+nya. In level shift, there are verb that is
translated into verb phrase and verb into yang+verb. Next, the second part is the
translation shift of verb phrase. Meanwhile, in the level shift the writer finds
translation shift of verb phrase into verb, verb phrase into adjective, verb phrase
into adverb, verb phrase into preposition, and verb phrase into verb imperative.
Second, the equivalence of translation is classified into two types, equivalence and
non equivalence. There are 275 data from 284 data or 97% of equivalence
translation. Besides, the writer finds 9 data or 3% of 284 data of non equivalence
translation.42
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The fourth previous research from the thesis “A Translation Shift Analysis of
Verb Phrase in Subtitling of the Expendables 2 Movie” analyzed by Taufik Budi
Permadi in 2013. The result of the thesis is that there are two translation shifts of
verb phrase, namely structure shift and level shift. Translation shift found by the
writer belongs to structure shift (84 data), there are 4 or 4,76% data of verb phrase
into adjective phrase, 8 or 9,52% data of verb phrase into adverbial phrase, 7 or
8,33% data of verb phrase is not translated, and 5 or 5,95% data of verb phrase
into negative-positive. Translation shift found by the writer belongs to level shift
(84 data), there are 3 or 3,57% data of verb phrase into adjective, 3 or 3,57% data
of verb phrase into adverb, 2 or 2,38% data of verb phrase into noun, 1 or 1,19%
data of verb phrase into preposition, 1 or 1,19% data of verb phrase into pronoun,
and 50 or 59,52% data of verb phrase into verb.43
The fifth previous research from the thesis “Translation Shift of Verb Phrases
on Batman Vs Superman: Dawn of Justice Movie” analyzed by Mirza Akmal in
2018. This research focuses on the translation shift on verb phrases in Batman vs
Superman: Dawn of Justice subtitle. This study found 350 data consisting verb
phrase. In order to find the data, the author uses Catford’s translation theory to
compare source language and target language text. This study shows there are two
kinds of translation shift of verb phrase found in Batman vs Superman: Dawn of
Justice, namely level shift and structural shift. As in level shift, the data found are
157 data or 44.86%. There are 4 types of level shift including translation shift of
verb phrase into verb (124 data or 35.42%), verb phrase into noun (9 data or
2.57%), verb phrase into adjective (13 data or 3.71%), and verb phrase into adverb
(11 data or 3.14%). On the other hand, the author found 193 data or 55.14% of
structural shift, consisting of verb phrase translated into another verb phrase of 174
data or 49.71%, verb phrase into noun phrase of 5 data or 1.43%, verb phrase into
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adjective phrase of 10 data or 2.85%, and positive verb phrase into negative verb
phrase of 4 data or 1.14%. The equivalence of the data shows that 248 data or
99.43% are equivalent, whereas the rest 2 data or 0.57% data are non-equivalent.44
The sixth previous research from the thesis “Translation Analysis of Passive
Voice in the Chronicle of Narnia’s Novel the Silver Chair by Donna Widjajanto”
analyzed by Marhatus Solehah in 2016. The result of this research are : there are
104 sentence which translated into passive voice type one and 46 sentences are
translate into passive voice type 2. Level shifts occurs in grammatical into lexical
and category shift mostly found in class shift and effect of the meaning occur in
the sentence, but not of all have change the meaning, a part of sentence different
meaning but not changing the meaning of the sentence.45
The seven previous research from the thesis “The Translation Strategies and
Methods of Idiomatic Expressions in Alvin and the Chipmunks Movie Directed by
Tim Hill Translated by Jesekiel Fianef Simanjuntak” analyzed by Meliana Ariska
in 2015. The result of this research are: there are 48 the data of idiomatic
expression found. Two types of idiomatic expression found, lexemic idiom and
phraseological idiom. Moreover, there are four strategies of idiomatic expressions
used in Alvin and The Chipmunks movie. They are by using similar meaning and
form, similar meaning but dissimilar form, translating by paraphrasing and
translating by omission. Meanwhile, there are six methods of idiomatic expression
used in the movie. They are: word-for-word translation, faithful translation,
semantic translation, free translation, idiomatic translation and communicative
translation.46
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The eighth previous research from the thesis “The Translation Methods and
Strategies in Translating Chairil Anwar’s Poetries by Burton Rafael” analyzed by
Lanjari in 2016. The result of this research are found that translation method used
by Burton Raffel are ponemic translation, literal translation, metrical translation ,
poetry into prose translation, rhyme translation, and blank verse translation.
furthermore the strategies found are cultural equivalent , descriptive equivalent,
synonymy, modulation, shift or tranposition, componential analysis and reduction
and expansion. The last the traslation shift occuring in translating which effect the
meaning those are : Level shift, structure shift, unit shift and class shift.47
From the previous related writers above, it can be seen and known that this
research has difference and similarity of them. The difference of this research from
eight writers above is that this research is conducted to find out the category shift
and method in translation. In previous related before, they focus on class shift,
equivalent meaning, strategies translation, translation shifts and also about noun
phrase. The source of data from those, are movie and this source data’s research is
novel. Meanwhile, the similarity is that this research uses a theory from J.C
Catford. For translation method, the writer before used the object are movie and
poetry. Theory that they used was Burton Raffel. Because of that, make sure the
result of previous related and this research will be difference.
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CHAPTER III
METHOD OF RESEARCH
A. Design of Research
Research is doing scientific and systematic effort for getting information or
facts on a specific topic. There are some steps in doing research as Clifford Woody
states “Research comprises defining and redefining problems, formulating
hypothesis or suggested solutions, collecting, organizing and evaluating data,
making deductions and reaching conclusion and testing the conclusions to
determine whether they fit the formulating hypothesis.48
In writing this thesis, the writer uses descriptive qualitative research that is
suitable with the aim of this research. Qualitative research may be in descriptive
form. The data were collected in the form of words as a descriptive explanation
than a number. The result of the research contained quotation from the data to
illustrate and substantive the presentation. Descriptive research is a research which
aims to describe a phenomenon accurately based on the characteristic of research.49
In this thesis, the writer would use qualitative research, where the data are
analyzed through interpreting, not statistic analysis. According Creswell in his
book: “Qualitative research is means for exploring and understanding the meaning
individuals or groups ascribe to a social or human problem. The process of research
involves emerging questions and procedures.”50 Umar’s book explained that
qualitative research is procedures which produce descriptive data as spoken words
of the person or behavior being research.51
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Based on the quotation above, the qualitative research can be used in this
research due to the qualitative method did not only involves the intrinsic aspect in
literary work. But, it can be related with the extrinsic aspect in the literary itself.
So, that is why, the qualitative method also can be said as multi method. Because,
the relating of the intrinsic aspect and extrinsic aspect in the literary itself.
Qualitative research in research procedures which produce descriptive data as
spoken words of the person or behavior being researched. Moh Nazir stated that
“Metode deskriptif adalah ini bertujuan untuk membuat deskripsi, gambaran atau
lukisan secara sistematis, factual dan akurat mengenai fakta-fakta, sifat-sifat serta
hubungan antar fenomena yang diselidiki”52. It makes easy the research to get the
right data. It means that qualitative method is analyzing about descriptive data are
used documentation in this research, by using this qualitative method, the writer
felt easy to analyze the novel.
Based on those statements, it can be concluded that qualitative research is
analyzing about descriptive data that is collected is in the form of the situation of
the natural object. Can be said qualitative methods involved a large number of
relevan social phenomena in literature research. Where descriptive data such as
writer or spoken, by using qualitative research the writer will get rice answer about
the question in analyzing conflicts in Cemara’s Family by Mariati.
B. Source of Data
The source of data is data directly related to the discussion of the thesis. In
this research the writer took the source of data from Cemara’s Family novel, a
novel which was translated by Mariati. The writer used dialogues from the novel.
The writer also used which support this research such as some internet, books,
dictionaries, and the other source that have correlation with the research.53 The
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writer took the data from the English and Indonesia translation text which is
consisting of verb phrase.

C. Technique of Data Collecting
To get the right data of this research, the writer used documentation technique
in technique of data collecting. Sudaryono stated that “kegiatan dokumentasi
adalah ditujukan untuk memperoleh data langsung dari tempat peneitian, meliputi
buku, laporan kegiatan, foto, film dan data yang relevan penelitian”.54 It means
that documentation is an effort to get data that related to the object of the research.
The data can be get trough do directly observation toward the object or books,
reports, pictures, and films that directly related to the object.
The writer used some documents that have correlation or support the problem
of the research, because this is descriptive research that is why the writer described
and analyzed the data that had been found in Cemara’s Family novel to answer the
problem that has been formulated in the formulation of the problem. The writer
had some steps in collecting the data, in order to make this research more specific.
The steps in collecting data:
a. Collecting the Cemara’s Family novel
Collecting all data from the novel that had been taking from text and other
sources which are closely related to the aim of the research and also reading
repeatedly and comprehensively for some senses, dialogues as many as possible
which show a form of problem.
b. Reading the data repeatedly, after getting all important sources, the writer reads
it to make sure that the data are correlating with the research.
c. Marking on the words or sentences and all the important statements and
information, as well as afterwards, making a note of data. After reading the
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sources carefully, the writer marks any important statements to make the writer
easier in the analyzing process for the research.
d. Identifying and classifying the data, after finding all the data completely, the
writer processes the data to analyze them. Finally, the writer makes a good
arrangement for the thesis proposal itself as the last in finalizing research.55
D. Technique of Data Analysis
After collecting the data, the writer analyzed the data. In qualitative research,
technique analysis data are used to answer the formulation of the problem in
analysis data, the writer used a technique of data analysis. The writer has several
techniques from the data analysis, in order to make this research more specific.
According to Susan Stainback, “Data analysis is critical to the qualitative
research process. It is to recognition, study, and understanding of
interrelationship and concept in your data that hypotheses and assertions can be
developed and evaluated”.56 Merriam stated that: “Data analysis requires to ability
to think inductively, moving from specific raw data to abstract categories and
concepts.”57 From those, the writer has to think what the writer wanted to do with
the data and made next step to analyze the data. The writer applied descriptive
analysis technique.
The writer has some steps in analyzing the data, in order to make this research
more specific. The steps are:
a. Identifying
The writer identified the data and made assumptions or finds the conflicts
b. Classifying
The writer classified the text event teaching which has correlated with the
source and combined in Cemara Family’s novel,
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c. Analyzing, describing, explaining
d. Making the conclusion
After all the data have been analyzed, described and explained in the research,
the writer will make the conclusion of the research.58
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CHAPTER IV
FINDING AND ANALYSIS

In this chapter, the writer explained the methods of translation.
Indonesian’s novel into English based on the method by Newmark. There are eight
methods of translation such as: Word to Word Translation, Literal Translation,
Faithful Translation, Semantic Translation, Adaptation Translation, Free
Translation, Idiomatic Translation, and Communicative Translation. The writer
explained the translation shift in translating Arswendo Atmowiloto’s novel by
Mariati based on the theory J.C Catford, there are level shift, structure shift, class
of shift, unit shit and intra system shift.

A. Translation Method
1. Word for Word
Word-for-word translation is a kind of translation that is basically
still tied at the level of words. Generally, this method uses as the pratranslator.

1. SL: Euis nggak mau memakai barang curian.
TL: Euis don’t want to use stealing things.59
The datum above, explained about Bik Eha when she asked to
Euis to use the sanitary pad. But, Euis refuse it. Euis known if the
sanitary pad is not hers.
On the example at the datum no 01 above, the verb phrase don’t
want was translated used word-for-word translation method, where the
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word don’t want, still have the same meaning as the source language
before, and also the grammatically which does not changed at all. In
Indonesian translation the words “don’t want” has the meaning “nggak
mau” and when it translated, it became “don’t want”.

2. SL: Emak akan menjual rumah agar bisa reuni.
TL: Ema would sell the house for her class reunion purposes.60
The datum above, explained that Euis made an assumption that their
parent would sell the house for Ema class reunion purposes.
The datum 02 above, the translator applied word for word
translation in the text. Because, the grammatical construction between
SL text and TL text are same. Yet, both texts of this different language
are occurred the force word extremely. The SL text “akan menjual” is
rendered to be the TL text “would sell”.
3. SL:

Euis yang telah berlatih sekian lama, menunjukkan semua

kemampuannya.
TL: Euis who had been practicing for quite a while showed all her
skill.61
The datum above, explained about Euis showed all her skill in
the Art Center. On this Art Center the Art Festival was held.
Participant and audiences where there making the building crowded.
People who supported the contestants were so many creating a
celebration atmosphere.
The datum 02 above, the translator used word for word
translation. The verb phrase above is composing progressive auxiliary
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“had been” and verb “practice”+ing. The grammatical construction
between SL text and TL text are same. Yet, both texts of this different
language are occurred the force word extremely. The SL text “telah
berlatih” is rendered to be the TL text “had been practicing”.

4. SL: Euis tak menjawab.
TL: Euis did not answer.62
The text above, explained about Euis which had failed in a
competition. Her chest still felt heavy and burnt. To accept defeat was
bitter. Euis realized now, she learnt something different. The truth that
hurt her, when the capability and confidence were not recognized.
From the example at the datum no 04 above, the VP did not
answer was translated used word-for-word translation method, where
the word did not answer, still have the same meaning as the source
language before, and also the grammatically which does not changed
at all. In Indonesian translation the word “did not work answer” has
the meaning “tak menjawab” and when it translated, it become “did
not answer”.

2. Literal Translation
The SL grammatical constructions are converted to their nearest TL
equivalents but the lexical words are again translated singly, out of context.
1. SL: Berlalu tak usah menoleh.
TL: Walk away and don’t look back.63
Walk away and don’t look back, in the source language is
translated into tak usah menoleh in the target language because in the
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previous sentence it is told that Euis instructed Ara and Agil to follow
Euis lead. It would make the translator choose the word tak usah
menoleh as the translation of the word don’t look in the target
language.
The utterance in the source language above is translated using literal
translation method. It is because the translator tries to make it sound
natural in the target language. The translator did not translate the word
don’t look but rather converted the word order in the source language.
Don’t look itself means jangan melihat, but the translator was
translated don’t look freely into jangan melihat, because she wants the
target readers to understand what is meant by the word don’t look in
the target language.

2. SL: kalaupun hanya dihargai seratus rupiah
TL: that those bilimbi were valued for a hundred rupiah64
The context of the story is when Euis determined to buy the plastic
water bottle for Ara and Agil. So, that time she decided to take a risk.
She gave Bang Muin (a trade) her money, and then paid the rest in the
form of bilimbi, harvested from their backyard.
The utterance in the source language above is translated using literal
translation method. It is because the translator tries to make it sound
natural in the target language. The translator did not translate the words
were and valued singly but rather converted the word order in the
source language the one which is acceptable in the target language
construction. She left the words were and valued untranslated to
comply with the intended construction in the target language. That
would make the utterance sound natural in the target language.
64
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3. SL: Jangan pedulikan anak lain.
TL: Don’t mind any other kids.65
From the text above, Agil was following the drawing
competition. Euis gave a suggest to Agil. The man rechecked the list
again. Many contestants for so many contest. Drawing contest, coloring
contest, writing and reading poetry, singing contest and acting contest.
This year Art Festival was really a big event.
From the datum above, consisting literal translation. literal
translation in this text is a “don’t mind” translated to be “jangan
pedulikan”, because the SL grammatical construction is converted to
its nearest TL equivalent singly.

3. Faithful Translation
Faithful translation, a translator attempt reproduces the contextual
meaning of the original text to the right within the limits of the grammatical
structure of the TL. The cultural word has been translated, but the deviation
in terms of grammar still exists. The translation cling to the intend and
purpose of SL, so the translation result is sometimes still feels stiff and
strange too.
1. SL: Semua hafalan naskah tak bisa diingat lagi.
TL: Euis could not remember the script any longer.66
The text above explained that Ceuk Salmah could not continue her
journey to Art Center. Her entire body become stiff, cramps and the
same unbeatable coldness she had earlier when she was taking a shower.
Euis yelling for help. Euis worried while stayed with Ceuk Salmah. And
Euis could not remember the script any longer.
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The utterances in the target language above is translated using
faithful translation method since the translator translated in the source
language is the same as its literal meaning in the target language.
Literally the words tak bisa diingat lagi means could not remember,
but the translator keeps to be faith by using could not remember in the
target language. The translator did not change the meaning in the target
language. It would make the translation is included into faithful
translation methods.

2. SL: Saya memerankan gadis hamil.
TL: I will play as a pregnant girl.67
Text above, tell about Euis felt disappointment being lost on the
singing contest still hurt her feeling deeply. Nevertheless from that heart
also arise another hope. Euis had already bad feeling before started the
acting contest. She met Sayo on the photocopy facility. Sayo asked
about acting and Euis said that Euis would be participant in that contest.
The utterance in the source language above is translated using
faithful translation method because the translator emphasizes to the
source language. The translator used this method because there is no
word that can render the meaning of word in the source language text
simply. It is translated precisely as the source language.
3. Semantic Translation
Semantic translation is more flexible than faithful translation while the
semantic translations more flexible with TL. Unlike the faithful translation,
semantic translation should consider aesthetics SL text by the way of
compromise during meaning is still within reasonable limits.
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1. SL: angin menyibak dari depan
TL: from in front the wind was blowing68
Text above show that Euis felt sore. Not because she could not take
another ride anymore. But for thinking that Ara was still waiting. Euis
rn home. So fast. The trees on the right and left seemed running very
slowly.
On the datum above, the sentences and the VP was blowing was
translated using semantic translation method in the way to translated it.
And also it was more flexible to the target language.
4. Free Translation
Free translation reproduces the matter without the manner, or the
content without the form of the original.
1. SL: ia tak bisa melampiaskan dengan menangis
TL: she certainly would not cry69
The text above, tell about when Euis saw Ara was crying because
her plastic bottle was taken away by Pipin. Euis’s eyes were fierce. Her
lips trembled as she pointed her forefinger. She would explode in any
second if something hurt her feelings. She would definitely rebel.
The translation of verb phrase above includes free translation
method. Since the target language is longer than the source language
which shows the source language is not transferred completely to the
target language. It is proven by would not is translated into tak bisa,
cry is translated into melampiaskan dengan menangis. The translator
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also reduces meaning cry from the TL into SL. It shows that the datum
above deals with free translation method.
2. SL: Malu-maluin
TL: I can take it myself70
The text above showed that Euis took a basin. It was odd to take a
basin covered with old newspaper to school. It was a normal question
since Akun did not know that Euis was carrying opak on the basin. Akun
want to taje the beasin, but Euis refuse it.
The translation of VP above includes free translation method. Since
the target language is shorter than the source language which shows the
source language is not transferred completely to the target language. It
is proven by malu-maluin is translated into can take. The source text
malu-maluin should be translated into that’s shy in the target language.
In this case, it makes the message from the source language is not
transferred completely. It shows that the datum above deals with free
translation method.
3. SL: menunduk
TL: she could not look ema in the eyes
The utterance in the source language above is translated using free
translation method. The translator of the novel translated the sentence
could not look in the target language into the word menunduk in the
source language. The translation of the word menunduk in the source
language is acceptable. The translator wants the readers to understand it
well as they read the novel and may improve their vocabulary. The
utterance could not look in the target language is translated into
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menunduk in the source language. It is completely different meaning
in the target language from the source language. It would make the
translation included into free translation method.

4. SL: mau
TL: I would love to
The utterance in source language above is translated using free
translation method. The word would love in the source language which
means mau. The translator translated it completely different with the
source language because the translator wants to make it understood to
the readers. The utterance above is translated using free translation
method because the translator added the word mau in the target
language, which does not exist in the source language. It is completely
different meaning in the target language from the source language.

5. Communicative Translation
Communicative translation attempt to translate the contextual meaning
in the text SL, both aspe cts of language and aspects of their contents to be
accepted and understood by the readers. This method is observing the
principles of communication that is audience of reader and translation
purposes.

1. SL: Mereka akan menuju hotel tempat penampungan.
TL: They would stay a night at provided hotel in Jakarta.71
The text above showed that in afternoon, Abah, Ema, Euis, Ara and Agil
for the first time would be going together for travelling, for attending the reunion,
for having fun during school holiday.
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The datum above is translated by using Communicative translation
method. It is because the translator translated source language text into target
language focuses on contextual meaning so that the content and message from
the source language is understandable in the target language. The evidence is verb
phrase would stay in the VP. The translator added a night at provided to
complete sentence of target language. Thus, belongs to communicative
translation.

B. How Does Translation Shift of Verb Phrase Found in Cemara’s Family
Novel
After analyzing the data, the writer found in her research that two kinds of
category shifts found in the Cemara’s Family novel. The category shifts used are:
structure shift, class shift and unit shift. For structure shift, it can be proven in
data analysis below. The structure shift is elaborated on the first part, while the
level shift is on the second. The explanation can be seen as follows:

1. Structure Shift
Involving a change in grammatical structure between source text and
target text. The types of structure shift are verb phrase translated into
adjective phrase, verb phrase translated into adverb phrase, verb phrase
translated into noun phrase, and negative verb phrase translated into positive.
The analysts of structure shift are given below.
1. SL: kalaupun hanya dihargai seratus rupiah
TL: that those bilimbi were valued for a hundred rupiah72
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The phrase were valued is shift into verb dihargai. The English
verb phrase were valued is an passive verb with to be were and verb in
past participle form valued. While, Indonesia verb dihargai is a passive
verb with prefix di- from the base verb hargai. So it is clear that
translates from active into passive. Based on the Catford’s theory this
translation is called structure shift. The meaning of source language is
totally delivered well.

2. SL: tak bisa kurang lagi?
TL: could you give?73

The case above shows that the verb phrase could give in TL is translated
into tak bisa kurang in SL. The verb phrase could give is constructed in
positive form, translated into tak bisa kurang that is constructed in negative
form. This translation shift belongs to structure shift. (Verb phrase= negative
– positive).
3. SL: lecetnya tak terlalu kelihatan
TL: could not see the scratch74
The writer attempts to shift English verb phrase type could not see into
Indonesian verb phrase tak terlalu kelihatan. The phrase could not see
covers of verb see as pre-modifier, verb see as head word. Meanwhile, tak
terlalu kelihatan contains pre-modifier tak terlalu and verb kelihatan as
head word. Literally, premodifier could not should be translated into terlalu
tak in SL, but it is arranged reversed because of different language system
of both SL and TL. Although both languages have different system, the
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meaning of source text and target text is conveyed clearly. Those, it belongs
to structure shift.
4. SL: hal semacam ini tak gampang hapus
TL: belongings were not something you could forget easily75
The case above shows that the verb phrase could forget in TL is
translated into tak gampang in SL. The verb phrase could forget is
constructed in positive form, translated into tak gampang that is constructed
in negative form. This translation shift belongs to structure shift. (Verb
phrase= negative – positive).

5. SL: yang diseduh tantenya
TL: her aunt had just brewed76
From the sentences above, had brewed affirmed as English verb phrase
because including auxiliary had and verb2 brewed by adding the –ed
participle form or infinitive. Where, yang diseduh is classified as Indonesian
verb phrase which consists of conjunction yang and verb diseduh as head
word. This case shows that in the source language is active sentence. Then,
it has been translated turn into passive sentence. Thus, the shift is category
shift, specifically structure shift.
2. Class Shift
When source language item is translated by means of a target language
item belonging to a different grammatical class. The class shift involve verb
phrase that translated into verb, adjective, adverb, noun, and preposition.

1. SL : berlalu tak usah menoleh
TL: walk away and don’t look back77
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From the example above, it can be showed that don’t look is verb
phrase which consists of negative verb phrase (don’t) and verb (look) as
head word. Then it is translated into Indonesian verb phrase that consists
of pre-modifier (tak) and verb (menoleh) as head word. So, it is clear that
English verb phrase (don’t look) is translated into Indonesian verb phrase
(tak usah menoleh). It belongs to class of shift.
2. SL: Sampai mereka bertiga hilang ditikungan, panggilan dari bang muin
tidak terdengar
TL: Even after they disappeared on the bend of the road, bang muin
didn’t call them back.78
Derived from the datum above, the translator had been translated
from the English verb phrase didn’t call in the example above stated verb
phrase because it consists of negative verb phrase (didn’t) the past tense
of does not and verb (call) as head word. Meanwhile, tidak terdengar is
classified as Indonesian verb phrase, because it consists of tidak as premodifier, verb (terdengar) as head word. The phrase is shifted belong to
class of shift.

3. SL: ambil sendiri
TL: you can keep it79
From the datum above, the verb phrase can keep in TL is
translated into ambil in SL. The verb phrase can keep consists of can as
modal auxiliary and keep as the head. It is categorized as verb phrase. It
is translated into ambil sendiri as verb phrase. It shows that SL is verb
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phrase, but in TL it is changed into verb phrase. This translation shift
belongs to the class shift.
4. SL: kita tadi sudah mencari ke sungai
TL: we were searching along the river80
The translation above showed that English verb phrase is translated
into verb. Were searching is categorized into English verb phrase it is
because it involves to be (were) as past progressive, verb (search) as head
verb and infinitive (-ing). While, mencari is classifies as Indonesian verb.
The two sentences are shifted from to be (were) as progressive + head
verb (search) + infinitive (-ing) into verb (mencari). Thus, it is clear that
the two sentences above belong to category shift specially class shift.
5. SL: Euis benar-benar masuk mobil jemputan
TL: Euis was really got in that car81
From datum above, there is a verb phrase. There is was got which is
was as to be. The main verb is go. When the translated into Indonesia,
become masuk, which is a verb in Indonesian translate. From that case,
the datum is belongs to class shift.

6. SL: menunduk
TL: she could not look ema in the eyes82
Look at from the datum above, could not look is classified as English
verb phrase because it consists of could not which is the negative of
simple past and verb look. Which, menunduk is categorized as
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Indonesian as verb menunduk. There is an occurrence of translation shift
from the verb phrase in the source language text that is translated into
verb in the target language text. This type of shift is namely class shift.

7. SL: angin menyibak dari depan
TL: from in front the wind was blowing83
Look at from the datum above, was blowing is classified as English
verb phrase because it consists of was blowing which is of simple present
and verb blow. Which, menyibak is categorized as Indonesian as verb.
There is an occurrence of translation shift from the verb phrase in the
source language text that is translated into verb in the target language text.
This type of shift is namely class shift.
8. SL: membersihkan semuanya
TL: she should clean all things84
From the datum above, the verb phrase should clean in TL is
translated into membersihkan in SL. The verb phrase should clean
consists of should as pre modifier and clean as the head. It is categorized
as verb phrase. It is translated into membersihkan as verb. It shows that
TL is verb phrase, but in SL it is changed into verb. This translation shift
belongs to the class shift.

9. SL: kira-kira
TL: could you guess85
In the sentences above, it showed that there is English verb phrase
could guess is classified as English verb phrase including modal auxiliary
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(could) as modal and verb guess as head word. Whereas, kira-kira is
classified as Indonesian noun because it consists of kira-kira as noun,
because this is as an opinion base of feeling, not based on fact. This
translation shift belongs to the class shift. Which is verb phrase to be
noun.

10. SL: sekali ini harus jadi
TL: this time I will make it happens86

From the datum above, the verb phrase will make consists of will as
pre modifier and make as the head categorized as verb phrase. It is
translated into harus in SL. The word harus as adverb in indonesia. In
TL it is categorized as verb phrase, but in SL it is changed into adverb.
This translation shift belongs to the class shift.

11. SL: sekarang ini pasti jadi
TL: now I must have them87

From the datum above, the verb phrase must have in TL is translated
into pasti in SL. The verb phrase will make consists of must as modal
auxiliary and have as the head categorized as verb phrase. It is translated
into pasti in SL. The word pasti as adverb in Indonesia. In TL it is
categorized as verb phrase, but in SL it is changed into adverb. This
translation shift belongs to the class shift.
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12. SL: Euis tidak segera berangkat ke sekolah
TL: Euis did not go to school in a hurry88
Derived from the datum above, did not go is classified as English
verb phrase because it consists of did not which is the simple past of to
be and verb go. Meanwhile, tidak segera is categorized as Indonesian as
adverb segera. For that reason, it can be said that there is an occurrence
of translation shift from the verb phrase in the target language text that is
translated into adverb in the source language text. This type of shift is
namely class shift.

13. SL: mau
TL: I would love to89
From that case above, the verb phrase would love in TL is translated
into mau in SL. The VP would love consists of would as pre modifier
and love as the head. It is categorized as verb phrase. It is translated into
mau as adverb. It shows that TL is verb phrase, but in SL it is changed
into adverb. This translation shift belongs to the class shift.

14. SL: supaya abah heran dan bergembira
TL: they should make abah be amazed and delighted90

Based on the data above, there is verb phrase which is translated into
Indonesian conjunction. Should make in the example above stated
English verb phrase because it includes modal auxiliary should as modal
and verb make as head word. Meanwhile, supaya is classified as
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Indonesian conjunction. Thus, it is clear that English verb phrase belongs
to class shift.

15. SL: Euis juga sangat bernafsu
TL: Euis was agitated91
Based from the datum above, was agitated is classified as English
verb phrase because it consists of to be was which is the simple past of to
be and verb agitated that is the verb3 of agitate as head word.
Meanwhile, sangat bernafsu is categorized as Indonesian verb phrase
because it contains adverb sangat as pre-modifier, then noun bernafsu as
head word. For that reason, that there is an occurrence of translation shift
from the verb phrase in the target language text that is translated into noun
phrase in the source language text. This type of shift is namely category
shift, particularly class shift.
3. Unit Shift
1. SL: cocok untuk paskah
TL: they were definitely designed for Easter92
Based on the data above, were definitely designed is categorized into
English verb phrase it is because it involves auxiliary verb were, adverb
definitely and verb designed that is the verb3 of design as head word. On
other side, the phrase in TL translated to be cocok untuk paskah. Where,
cocok in SL is a word. Because of that, that data above include of unit shift
especially is downward rank shift.
2. SL: Ambil sendiri kalau Bang Muin mau.
TL: You can keep it if you want to, Bang Muin93
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Based on the data above, can keep is categorized into English verb
phrase it is because it involves modal auxiliary can and verb keep that is
the verb1 as head word. On other side, the phrase in TL translated to be
ambil. Where, ambil in SL is a word. Because of that, that data above
include of unit shift especially is downward rank shift.

C. The Dominant Category Shifts Found in Cemara’s Family Novel

In this research, the main point of shift is verb phrase. The writer classified
category shift into four parts; structure shift, class shift, unit shift, and intrasystem shift. The writer only found 3 of those categories and unit shift was
dominant. It has 36 of 48 totals of data. It can be broken down as verb phrase
into: verb, noun, adjective and adverb. Class shift itself occurs when the
translation equivalent of a SL item is a member of a different class from the
original item. The class shift which happens in data is caused by maintaining the
meaning that becomes natural translation from transferring source text into target
text.
The researcher found that the structure shift to be found due to the change of
head and modifier structure or in Indonesian DM (diterangkan and
menerangkan), divided into verb phrase (passive) to verb (active) and vice versa.
It has 10 of 48 totals of data. As Catford’s theory in exampling the structure shift
between English into French, there is often a shift from MH (modifier + head).
Grammatical structure cannot be forced translating as equal as target language
because every language has its own system language. It can be concluded that
translator gives priority to the equivalence meaning than the structure itself.
Therefore, it makes the change of grammatical between Source Language into
Target Language.

The unit shift to be found in this translation. There are 38 of 48 totals of data.
Based on the theory J.C. Catford, the patterns of unit shift found by the researcher
in the unit analysis are: both changing from lower into higher (verb phrase to
clause) or higher into lower rank (clause to verb phrase) or (verb phrase to word)
are found in this translation. Changing from high to lower rank is frequently
occurred due to make simple translation as free translation. Some of shifts, like
your retirement: pensiun, occur because the lexical aspect. It can be concluded
that because translator chooses to translate it to different diction. So, the
translator itself can influence the occurrence of unit shift.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. CONCLUSION

The conclusion is described based on the formulated research questions in the
first chapter, whereas the suggestion is intended to give information to the next
writers who are interested in analyzing data using the same theory. After analyzing
the research findings and discussing them, the writer draws the conclusion and also
gives suggestion to next writers who are interested in doing similar research. The
explanation is as follow. The purposes of the writer conducts the Translation
Methods is to know what kinds of translation method used in translation work
“Cemara’s Family” Novel Translated Into “Keluarga Cemara”. The result of this
thesis are:
1. There are 6 kinds of 8 translation methods found in translation work “Cemara’s
family” novel translated into “Keluarga Cemara”. The methods are word for
word translation method, literal translation method, faithful translation
method, semantic translation, free translation and communicative translation.
The dominant of translation method is faithful translation. The reason is that
translators do not want to give up contextual meaning in SL. The translator
tried to maintain terms related to the socio-cultural and background of SL. for
example maintaining the names of the characters Abah, Emak, Euis in the
novel. This is done in order to maintain the authenticity of the elements and
criteria of foreign culture.
2. There are three category of shift. They are structure shift with 10 data. They
divided into verb phrase (passive) to verb (active) and vice versa and verb
phrase to other verb phrase. Other verb phrase here means that verb phrase in
source language is translated into other verb phrase form in target language.
Based on analysis, structure shift may occur when they are in different

linguistic system. For example, form of tobe+V-ing is shifted into
premodifier+verb. Although they are other verb phrase form but they still have
the same meaning to the SL. Class shift 36 data. The data are in the form of
verb phrase to verb, noun and adverb. Unit shift 2 data. It can be broken down
as verb phrase into word.
3. The dominant of this shift is unit shift. The result of the data analysis found is
the unit shift that categorized as phrase to word. The shift occurred because of
differences in the structure of different languages. The shift was made by the
translator in an effort to find a match in order to achieve a reasonable.

B. SUGGESTION

From the statement above, the suggestions would like to be given to the
students of Faculty of Humanities, especially English Department, the people and
the translators who want to translate Indonesian text into English. They have to
comprehend and master the basic theory of translation, especially translation
methods and translation shift.
Furthermore, the translators should pay attention to the following suggestions,
they must be more careful in using translation methods in order to make a better
translation, they must choose the closest and the most appropriate method in
translating a text so that the result of the translation can be understood easily,
hopefully the result of this study will be able to provide valuable information and
knowledge about translation, especially the translation methods.
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APPENDIX I

Arswendo Atmowiloto (born Solo, November 26, 1948) has the original name
Sarwendo. Ndo, as he was called, from childhood loved to play. "From there I became
acquainted with art," he said. His father, an employee of the Surakarta city hall, had
died when Arswendo was in elementary school. His mother, died in 1965. Arswendo
was an orphan at the age of 17, when he was in high school.
However, his ideals which originally wanted to become a doctor, "failed because
of economic problems". Then, he passed the Postel Academy test in Bandung, but
failed to leave, "because there is no charge". Tokh, his desire to become a student was
fulfilled at IKIP Surakarta (now Sebelas Maret State University), even though it was
only for three months. "I just want to have a university jacket," was the reason for going
to college.
Arswendo really likes to joke. Impressed arbitrarily in almost everything.
Sometimes he goes with the flow. For example, her hair has been stretched and tied
back in a ponytail style, and this only goes with the flow, he said. He also claimed his
life was relaxed, never lip service, and also never thought of tomorrow. For that last
problem, here's an example. One day, in the early 70s, he received a writing fee of Rp.
1,500 from the Dharma Kandha Daily. Near the office, a number of people, including
a pedicab driver, were gambling. He joined and cash was sold out.
Arswendo was indeed joking. He started writing, in Javanese, short stories,
serialized stories, articles in the Javanese language media in 1968. At first his writings
were always rejected. But once using the name Arswendo (not Sarwendo) Atmowiloto
(his father's name), the posts were published. "The name Sarwendo doesn't bring
blessings, apparently," he commented.
He became a reporter when in Solo the Javanese language, Dharma Kandha and
Real Dharma appeared. While working in the media, he also became a freelance
correspondent of TEMPO Magazine. In 1972 Arswendo moved to Jakarta, working as
managing editor in the humor magazine Astaga. This magazine did not live long and

he became a journalist in the Kompas-Gramedia group. In this group, he was the editorin-chief of the Hai youth magazine and the entertainment tabloid Monitor. Sometimes
he goes with the flow. For example, her hair has been stretched and tied back in a
ponytail style, and this only goes with the flow, he said. He also claimed his life was
relaxed, never lip service, and also never thought of tomorrow. For that last problem,
here's an example. One day, in the early 70s, he received a writing fee of Rp. 1,500
from the Dharma Kandha Daily. Near the office, a number of people, including a
pedicab driver, were gambling. He joined and cash was sold out.
Arswendo is very interested in television. He never tired of throwing suggestions
and criticisms at TVRI, no matter whether they were responded to or not. Even in
Taman Ismail Marzuki, Jakarta 1982, he exposed the state media through his lecture,
"Being a Good Television Audience". He knows very well the twists and turns of
television.
Not just television, Ndo is also a good comic observer. Comic collection is quite
complete, especially those that have been published in Indonesia. He was very upset,
when in an age, comics were considered destructive. "In 1955 comics were burned, in
1977 they were raided with long hair raids," he said. Ndo was curious and he researched
comics in 1977. Apparently, comics are not as bad as one would expect. Even PT
Pustaka Jaya, a publisher who in 1972 had stated that it would not publish comics - in
1977 began publishing comics. Ndo, who had attended a creative writing program in
Iowa, USA, in 1979 married Agnes Sri Hartini and was blessed with three children.
In 1990, Monitor who shot off his circulation in a short time with his journalist,
stumbled on a case. Opinion polls on figures admired include placing Prophet
Muhammad in 12th. Of course this tabloid is accused of insulting the Prophet
Muhammad. Explode demonstrations to damage the Monitor office. Feeling
threatened, Arswendo asked for protection from the police. The mass demands and
socio-political atmosphere at the time caused Wendo to be put on trial, sentenced to
five years in prison. Her family's economy has plummeted. His son, who just graduated
from elementary school, sells book covers, an older child sells cakes.

His relaxed, humorous personality helped Arswendo live life in prison. He for
example, spent time in prison by utilizing his skills in making tattoos - tattooed are
sandals. Slippers that were originally priced at Rp 500, after the tattoo, he can sell for
Rp 2,000. Through this effort, he has 700 subordinates. Of course he still writes. Seven
novels were born during his time at Cipinang Prison, including "The Story of the
Ratib", "Abal-Abal", "Counting Days" (out of prison, the novel "Counting Days"
whose title was inspired by Psalm 90:12 was made into a soap opera and won Vidya
Cup). Not only novels, in prison he also wrote dozens of articles, three screenplays,
and several serial stories, some of which he sent to Kompas and Suara Pembaruan by
using a pseudonym. For serial stories, for example "Sudesi" (Success with One Wife),
in the Kompas daily, he uses the name "Sukmo Sasmito". For "Auk" which was
published in Suara Pemb renewal, he used the name "Lani Biki", short for Laki Bini
Bini Laki, a fad name he picked for granted. Other names he used were "Said Saat" and
"B.M.D Harahap".
After serving a five-year sentence he was released and then returned to his old
profession. He met with Sudwikatmono who published the Bintang Indonesia tabloid
which was being flattened. In his hand, Arswendo managed to turn on the tabloid.
However, Arswendo only lasted three years there because he later founded his own
company, PT Atmo Bismo Sangotrah, which covered at least four print media: the
tabloid of Bianglala children, Ina (later to become Ino), AMI (Anak Manis Indonesia),
and Proloid tabloids. The TV. Currently, in addition to remaining active in writing, the
owner of the production house of PT Atmochademas Persada has made a number of
soap operas. His soap opera "Cemara Family" won the Panasonic Award 2000 as a
favorite children's program. Three times he received the Vidya Cup for the films
"Borobudur Sculptor", "Counting the Days", and "Partial Verdict". Now, in addition to
remaining active in writing, he also doubles as a soap opera director, "Because just for
fun. The director's honor is also good, that's all," said Wendo.
Arswendo Atmowiloto died at his residence, Kompas Complex, Petukangan,
Central Jakarta, on Friday (7/19/2019) afternoon around 17.50 WIB. This artist,

humanist, writer, and former journalist died at the age of 70 after struggling with
prostate cancer. Arswendo's health previously reportedly declined while being treated
at Pertamina's Central Hospital, Jakarta. However, some time ago, the condition of the
famous artist from Surakarta was said to have improved until finally the sad news was
heard.

APPENDIX II
A. TRANSLATION METHOD

NO.

SL

TL

TRANSLATION
METHOD

1.

Berlalu tak usah menoleh.

Walk away and don’t look back.

Literal

2.

Biar disangka tidak terlalu butuh.

That why, they would not seem

Faithful

needy.
3.

Sampai

mereka

bertiga

hilang Even after they disappeared on

ditikungan, panggilan dari bang muin the bend of the road, bang muin
didn’t call them back.

tidak terdengar.
4.

Diplomasi dan ledekan Euis ternyata Euis diplomacy and taunting did
tak meggoyahkan bang muin.

5.

Faithful

Word of Word

not shake bang muin’s decision.

Itu adalah uang yang nanti untuk That was for buying ingredients

Faithful

membeli bahan-bahan yang harus for Ema.
diserahlan ke Ema
6.

Kalaupun hanya dihargai seratus It did not matter that those
rupiah, tak jadi soal benar.

Literal

bilimbi were valued for a
hundred rupiah.

7.

Ia tak bisa melampiaskan dengan She certainly would not cry.

Free

menangis.
8.

Saya tidak butuh bertemu dengan I don’t want to see you.

Word for Word

kamu.
9.

Ambil sendiri kalau Bang Muin mau. You can keep it if you want to,

Faithful

Bang Muin
10.

Kalau

menurut

Euis,

berangkat sendiri saja.

ia

akan In Euis opinion, she should go by
herself.

Faithful

11.

12.

Kita tadi sudah mencari ke sungai, We were searching along the
Bah.

river, Bah.

Kira-kira di mana ya, Bah?

Could you guess where it might

Faithful

Faithful

be, Bah?
13.

Setiap kali melewati, setiap kali pula Every time she passed, she never

Faithful

melihat bahwa harganya masih sama, missed to check whether the
dan belum ada yang membeli.

prices were still the same and if it
were bought already.

14.

Sekali ini harus jadi.

This time I will make it happens.

Faithful

15.

Sekarang ini pasti jadi.

Now I must have them.

Faithful

16.

Harganya tak bisa kurang lagi?

Could you give lower price?

Faithful

17.

Memang

18.

lecetnya

tak

terlalu It was true that you could not

kelihatan.

see the scratch.

Cocok untuk paskah.

They were definitely designed

Faithful

Free

for Easter.
19.

Euis tak bisa menyembunyikan Euis could not hold her cry.

Literal

tangisnya.
20.

Supaya abah heran dan bergembira.

They should make Abah be

Harfiah

amazed and delighted.
21.

Euis juga sangat bernafsu.

22.

Hal semacam ini tak gampang Belonging were not something

23.

Euis was agitated too.

hapus.

you could forget easily.

Saya digenteng.

I will sleep on the roof.

Harfiah

Faithful

Free

24.

Pagi itu, tidak seperti biasanya, Euis That morning, unusually, Euis
tidak segera berangkat ke sekolah.

25.

Harfiah

did not go to school in a hurry.

Dan Euis benar-benar masuk mobil Euis was really got in that car.

Faithful

jemputan.
26.

She could not look ema in the

Menunduk.

Free

eyes.
27.

Angin menyibak dari depan.

From in front the wind was

Semantic

blowing.
28.

Menghidangkan kopi yang diseduh Serving the coffee that her aunt
tantenya,

mencuci

piring,

Faithful

gelas, had just brewed, washing the

sendok, membel kopi, gula, the, serta dishes, the glasses, and the
menggoreng pisang, singkong, tahu, spoon, buting coffee, sugar and
tempe, telor.

tea, making many kinds of fried
food, from banana, cassava, tofu,
tempeh to egg.

29.

Membersihkan semuanya.

She should clean all things on

Communicative

the hut.
30.

Mau.

I would love to.

Free

31.

Sudah saya kasih lihat, Mak.

I have showed her earlier, Ma.

Faithful

32.

Tidur di becak.

We will sleep inside the becak.

Faithful

33.

Euis melanjutkan perjalanan. Masih Euis was walking alone after

Harfiah

agak jauh, tapi itu selalu dilakukan: sending off her sisters first as
mengantar adik-adiknya.

she always did even it made her
journey a bit farther.

34.

Akun berada di sampingnya.

Akun was walking beside her.

Harfiah

35.

Malu-maluin.

I can take it myself.

Free

36.

Euis malah gugup.

Euis was going nuts.

Faithful

37.

Itu sebabnya Euis memburu.

She would continue hunting.

Faithful

38.

Euis mau mengejar, tapi sorot mata

Euis was going to chase her, but

Faithful

Emak mengurungkan niatnya.

Ema stare made her withdrew.

Euis nggak mau memakai barang

Euis don’t want to use stealing

curian.

things.

39.

40.

Buktinya, dagangan kalian dirampas End the end, your merchandise
dan dibuang.

Word For Word

Faithful

was snatched and being threw
away.

41.

Teteh tak usah mencari kutunya.

Teteh don’t have to look for

Faithful

another louse anymore.
42.

Emak sudah baca?

Have you read it yet, Ma?

43.

Belum juga bisa.

You even don’t know how to

Faithful

Free

read.
44.

45.

Euis belum pernah mendengar

Euis had never heard Ema

suara Emak sedemikian kerasnya.

spoke with severe tone before.

Ia sudah membuat pembukuan.

She had already made

Faithful

Faithful

calculation.
46.

Walaupun undangan itu telah di

Even it was torn here and there.

Free

sobek di beberapa bagian.
47.

kami lagi kehabisan stok.

We are out of ingredients.

Faithful

48.

Kok nggak dimakan sendiri?

Why don’t you keep it for

Faithful

yourself?

49.

50.

Kalau begitu setiap Senin dan Kamis

I will visit you every Mondays

siang kami kemari

and Thursday.

Selama ini Euis selalu bangun pagi-

Euis had never failed to awake

hanya kalah oleh Emak yang lebih

early-only second to Ema.

Faithful

Free

awal.
51.

52.

Kalau Agil tidak ingin dikeloni oleh

Agil if the last did not want to

Emak.

be cuddled by Ema.

Kan dua-duanya di bawa.

You will take those two pairs

Word for Word

Free

anyway.
53.

Euis tak bisa menyembunyikan

Euis could not hide her worries.

Word for word

rasa gelisahnya.
54.

Jangan yang itu, Mak.

Don’t take that ones, Ma.

Faithful

55.

Euis mendengar dengan jelas.

Therefore Euis could hear them

Fathful

clearly.
56.

Telinganya ditempelkan ke dinding.

Her ears were sticked on the

Faithful

wall.
57.

58.

59.

Emak akan menjual rumah agar bisa Ema would sell the house for her
reuni.

class reunion purposes.

Mereka akan menuju hotel tempat

They would stay a night at

penampungan.

provided hotel in Jakarta.

Apa yang akan dikorbankan Ema

What was Ema and Abah had

dan Abah untuk membiayai reuni

sold to pay for all reunion cost?

Word For Word

Communicative

Faithful

ini?
60.

61.

Euis tak sepenuhnya bisa

Euis could not fully

memahami sikap Abah.

understood Abah’s attitude.

Nasibnya akan sama.

They would have the same fate.

Faithful

Free

62.

Abah yang meregang-regangkan

Abah who was stretching his

tangan bekas infus.

arm to lessen the sore after

Faithful

having an IV.
63.

64.

Ia berupaya keras mengartikan

She was trying hard to analyze

semua kejadian yang membuat

all the things happened lately

gelisah.

which made her agitated.

Euis yang telah berlatih sekian lama, Euis who had been practicing

Faithful

Word For Word

menunjukkan semua kemampuannya. for quite a while showed all her
skill.
65.

Dihayati dengan penuh.

She was singing from the heart.

66.

Saya telah memberikan yang

I had given my best.

Free

Word for Word

terbaik.
67.

saya tak berurusan dengan dia.

I had given anything to do with

Faithful

him.
68.

Euis di tempat duduk, masih duduk Euis was sitting and could not
tak

bisa

Faithful

menghilangkan throw away her disappointment.

kekecewaannya.
69.

Tadinya saya hanya berharap dapat

I hope that I can get the music

Faithful

hadiah beasiswa kursus music.

course scholarship.

70.

Euis tak menjawab.

Euis did not answer.

Word For Word

71.

Menerima bahwa dirinya tidak

It hurt that she did not win.

Word for Word

menang.
72.

Proses ini yang tengah di alami

The process that Euis was going

Euis.

through.

Harfiah

73.

Tetap harus dipikul, disandang.

It was still should be carried

Faithful

and endured.
74.

Jangan iya , Teh… iya.

Don’t say ok..ok..ok

Faithful

75.

Jangan pedulikan anak lain.

Don’t mind any other kids.

Harfiah

76.

Teteh bisa mengantar¸ tapi tak bisa

Teteh will take you there but I

menunggui.

cannot keep you company.

77.

Teteh harus jualan opak

Teteh should sell opak.

78.

Lomba melukis kan lebih aman You shouldn’t be nervous at
karena tidak dipelototi penonton.

Communicative

Word For Word

Faithful

drawing contest, since audience
will not watch you.

79.

Euis sedikit merasa bersalah

Meanwhile Euis was a bit

meninggalkan Agil di festival seni.

feeling guilty to left Agil alone

Faithful

on the art festival.
80.

Saya mah nggak mikir.

I don’t want to think.

81.

Nggak ada hubungannya dengan

It has got nothing to do with me.

Faithful

Free

saya.
82.

Dagangan Teteh belum ada yang

We haven’t sold anything yet.

Communicative

If opak is sold we will buy you

Faithful

laku.
83.

Kalau laku nanti beli makanan

food.
84.

85.

Tak pernah diutarakan, bahkan

She told no one, She did not tell

kepada Ara ataupun Agil.

Ara or Agil either.

TV saya suka ngadat

I don’t watch TV.

Faithful

Communicative

86.

Ia sendiri yang menentukan apakah She would decide whether she
terus

ikut

berlomba

Faithful

atau continued or cancelled.

membatalkan.
87.

Saya memerankan gadis hamil.

I will play as a pregnant girl.

Faithful

88.

Ia yakin saya bisa main.

He is confident that I can act.

Word For Word

89.

Juga ketika mendekati Euis yang

Then he walked up to Euis who

tengah membaca naskah lomba

was reading acting contest

acting.

script.

Mengapa Emak tak mau

Why Ema doesn’t tell this story

mengakui?

before?

90.

91.

Ia ingin membuat Emak, Abah, Ara, She would make everybody,
Agil bangga. Juga Akun… dan Sayo.

Faithful

Faithful

Word For Word

Ema, Abah, Ara, Agil proud of
her, including Akun…and Sayo.

92.

Nggak tahu.

don’t know.

93.

Mau jualan opak ke terminal.

I am going to sell opak on the

Word for Word

Faithful

bus station.
94.

Berarti masih bisa jualan

That means I still can sell opak.

Faithful

95.

Euis juga menghindari percakapan

Euis was avoiding conversation

Word For Word

yang mengarah ke Akun.

about Akun.

Apalagi dewan juri melototi sambil

Furthermore the judges were

memegang bolpoin.

staring with pen in hand ready

96.

Faithful

to give score.
97.

Semua hafalan naskah tak bisa

Euis could not remember the

diingat lagi.

script any longer.

Faithful

98.

Jangan bicara dulu.

Don’t speak now.

Word for Word

99.

Euis termangu.

She was thinking.

Semantic

100.

Tak bisa bermain bagus

She could not perform well.

Faithful

101.

Hanya saja ketika akan berangkat,

While she was going to leave,

Faithful

Euis merasakan keletihan yang

she felt tremendous fatigue.

sangat.
102.

Euis tenggelam dalam kelelahan.

Euis was drowned in fatigue.

Word For Word

103.

Ia mendengar acara terus

She could hear the event was

Faithful

berlangsung.

kept on going.

104.

Euis siap menjajakan opaknya.

Euis was selling opak as usual.

105.

Itulah dialog, monolog Euis yang

That was the dialogue,

masih akan terus diucapkan.

monologue by Euis which
would be repeating from time

Faithful

Free

to time.

B. TRANSLATION SHIFT
1. STRUCTURE SHIFT
No.
1.

SL

TL

kalaupun hanya dihargai seratus rupiah

that those bilimbi were valued for a hundred
rupiah

2.

ia

tak

menangis

bisa

melampiaskan

dengan she certainly would not cry

3.

ia akan berangkat sendiri saja

she should go by herself

4.

tak bisa kurang lagi?

could you give?

5.

lecetnya tak terlalu kelihatan

could not see the scratch

6.

Euis tak bisa menyembunyikan tangisnya Euis could not hold her cry

7.

hal semacam ini tak gampang hapus

belongings were not something you could
forget easily

8.

yang diseduh tantenya

9.

Apa yang akan dikorbankan Ema dan What was Ema and Abah had sold to pay for all

10.

her aunt had just brewed

Abah untuk membiayai reuni ini?

reunion cost?

Saya digenteng.

I will sleep on the roof

2. Class Shift
No.

SL

TL
walk away and don’t look back

1.

berlalu tak usah menoleh

2.

Sampai mereka bertiga hilang ditikungan, Even after they disappeared on the bend of the
panggilan dari bang muin tidak terdengar. road, bang muin didn’t call them back.

3.

kita tadi sudah mencari ke sungai

we were searching along the river

4.

kira-kira

could you guess

5.

sekali ini harus jadi

this time I will make it happens

6.

sekarang ini pasti jadi

now I must have them

7.

supaya abah heran dan bergembira

they should make Abah be amazed and
delighted

8.

Euis juga sangat bernafsu

Euis was agitated

9.

Euis tidak segera berangkat ke sekolah

Euis did not go to school in a hurry

10.

Euis benar-benar masuk mobil jemputan

Euis was really got in that car

11.

Menunduk

she could not look ema in the eyes

12.

angin menyibak dari depan

from in front the wind was blowing

13.

membersihkan semuanya

she should clean all things

14.

Mau

I would love to

15.

Biar disangka tidak terlalu butuh.

That why, they would not seem needy.

16.

Diplomasi dan ledekan Euis ternyata tak Euis diplomacy and taunting did not shake
bang muin’s decision.

meggoyahkan bang muin.
17.

Itu adalah uang yang nanti untuk membeli That was for buying ingredients for Ema.
bahan-bahan yang harus

diserahlan ke

Ema
18.

Saya tidak butuh bertemu dengan kamu.

I don’t want to see you.

19.

Sudah saya kasih lihat, Mak.

I have showed her earlier, Ma.

20.

Euis melanjutkan perjalanan. Masih agak Euis was walking alone after sending off her
jauh, tapi itu selalu dilakukan: mengantar sisters first as she always did even it made her
adik-adiknya.

journey a bit farther.

21.

Akun berada di sampingnya.

Akun was walking beside her.

22.

Euis malah gugup.

Euis was going nuts.

23.

Euis mau mengejar , tapi sorot mata Emak Euis was going to chase her, but Ema stare
mengurungkan niatnya.

made her withdrew.

24.

kami lagi kehabisan stok.

We are out of ingredients.

25.

Kalau begitu setiap Senin dan Kamis siang I will visit you every Mondays and Thursday.
kami kemari

26.

Jangan yang itu, Mak.

Don’t take that ones, Ma.

27.

Euis mendengar dengan jelas.

Therefore Euis could hear them clearly.

28.

Ia berupaya keras mengartikan semua She was trying hard to analyze all the things
kejadian yang membuat gelisah.

happened lately which made her agitated.

29.

Dihayati dengan penuh.

She was singing from the heart.

30.

Jangan iya , Teh… iya.

Don’t say ok..ok..ok

31.

Saya mah nggak mikir.

I don’t want to think.

32.

Saya memerankan gadis hamil.

I will play as a pregnant girl.

33.

Apalagi

34.

dewan

juri

melototi

sambil Furthermore the judges were staring with pen

memegang bolpoin.

in hand ready to give score.

Euis termangu.

She was thinking.

35.

36.

Hanya saja ketika akan berangkat, Euis While she was going to leave, she felt
merasakan keletihan yang sangat.

tremendous fatigue.

Euis tenggelam dalam kelelahan.

Euis was drowned in fatigue.

3. UNIT SHIFT

No.
1.

SL
Ambil sendiri kalau Bang Muin mau.

TL
You can keep it if you want to, Bang Muin

2.

Sekali ini harus jadi.

This time I will make it happens.

3.

Sekarang ini pasti jadi.

Now I must have them.

4.

Cocok untuk paskah.

They were definitely designed for Easter.

5.

Supaya abah heran dan bergembira.

They should make Abah be amazed and
delighted.

6.

Dan

Euis

benar-benar

masuk

mobil Euis was really got in that car.

jemputan.
7.

Menunduk.

She could not look ema in the eyes.

8.

Angin menyibak dari depan.

From in front the wind was blowing.

9.

Membersihkan semuanya.

She should clean all things on the hut.

10.

Mau.

I would love to.

11.

Tidur di becak.

12.

Euis melanjutkan perjalanan. Masih agak Euis was walking alone after sending off her

We will sleep inside the becak.

jauh, tapi itu selalu dilakukan: mengantar sisters first as she always did even it made her
adik-adiknya.

journey a bit farther.

13.

Akun berada di sampingnya.

Akun was walking beside her.

14.

Malu-maluin.

I can take it myself.

15.

Euis malah gugup.

Euis was going nuts.

16.

Itu sebabnya Euis memburu.

She would continue hunting.

17.

Euis mau mengejar, tapi sorot mata Emak

Euis was going to chase her, but Ema stare

mengurungkan niatnya.

made her withdrew.

Buktinya, dagangan kalian dirampas dan

End the end, your merchandise was snatched

dibuang.

and being threw away.

19.

kami lagi kehabisan stok.

We are out of ingredients.

20.

Kalau begitu setiap Senin dan Kamis siang

I will visit you every Mondays and Thursday.

18.

kami kemari
21.

Jangan yang itu, Mak.

Don’t take that ones, Ma.

22.

Euis mendengar dengan jelas.

Therefore Euis could hear them clearly.

23.

Telinganya ditempelkan ke dinding.

Her ears were sticked on the wall.

24.

Nasibnya akan sama.

They would have the same fate.

25.

Kan dua-duanya di bawa.

You will take those two pairs anyway.

26.

Ia berupaya keras mengartikan semua

She was trying hard to analyze all the things

kejadian yang membuat gelisah.

happened lately which made her agitated.

27.

Dihayati dengan penuh.

She was singing from the heart.

28.

Jangan iya , Teh… iya.

Don’t say ok..ok..ok

29.

Saya mah nggak mikir.

I don’t want to think.

30.

Saya memerankan gadis hamil.

I will play as a pregnant girl.

31.

Apalagi dewan juri melototi sambil

Furthermore the judges were staring with pen

memegang bolpoin.

in hand ready to give score.

32.

Euis termangu.

She was thinking.

33.

Hanya saja ketika akan berangkat, Euis

While she was going to leave, she felt

merasakan keletihan yang sangat.

tremendous fatigue.

34.

Saya digenteng.

I will sleep on the roof

35.

Ia mendengar acara terus berlangsung.

She could hear the event was kept on going.

36.

Kalaupun hanya dihargai seratus rupiah, It did not matter that those bilimbi were valued
tak jadi soal benar.

for a hundred rupiah.

37.

Kira-kira

Could you guess

38.

Euis tenggelam dalam kelelahan.

Euis was drowned in fatigue.
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